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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Kirklees Council Parks Department and Landscape Architects have
been commissioned by Meltham Town Council to carry out a
Landscape Appraisal and Landscape Masterplan to aid in a
consultation process to forward plan for the future of Robert
Ashton Memorial Park.

The site is located to the south eastern edge of Meltham Village
within the district of Kirklees, approximately 6 miles south of
Huddersfield Town centre.

The main aims of this report are to:

• Develop an understanding of the context including
landscape character and designations covering the site;

• Review the significance of the park within Meltham and
the wider landscape context and the results of the Ask
Meltham consultation which relate to the site;

• Carry out an initial site appraisal of the landscape,
documenting existing site features such as key views,
structures, access and vegetation;

• Develop early concepts for park physical interventions
and maintenance and management, with associated
initial cost estimates, to assist Meltham Town Council

with informed decision making for the future benefit of
users.

SITE

To Huddersfield

To Marsden

To Wessenden

To Holmfirth

To Netherthong

KEY

Site Boundary

Road Network

Settlement

▪ Location of the site
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1.2 BRIEF HISTORY OF THE SITE

Robert Ashton Memorial Park was named after a veteran, former councillor and local resident. 

The Memorial Park was originally within the grounds of Meltham Hall  which was built circa 

1841 for William Leigh Brook (1809-1855). Meltham Hall is a Grade II listed building and 

originally stood in around 25 acres of wooded parkland and formal gardens laid out for William 

Leigh Brook circa 1840 by Joshua Major, an English Landscape Gardner and designer born near 

Doncaster, South Yorkshire (Author of The Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening in 

1852). Joshua Major was also involved with planning The Pleasure Grounds in Meltham in early 

1859 with Charles Brook, a noted local businessman and philanthropist who endowed Meltham 

Mills Infant School, Convalescent Home and Bank Buildings in Meltham. Charles Brooks and his 

family lived in Meltham Hall and later Edward Brook resided in the hall until circa 1877.

In May 1950, Meltham Urban Council approved a plan to lease to the hall to David Brown 

Tractors Limited at a rental of £300 per year for use as a staff dining room and social club. 

Other parts of the estate, including the cricket ground and Italian gardens, were retained by 

the Council for public use.

Early Historic Photos: Circa 1940-50

Historic photographs and maps depict elements of the designed garden which can 

inform future design decisions.
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Joshua Major, Landscape Gardener:

The original grounds of the estate were laid out 

circa 1840 by Leeds-based landscape gardener 

Joshua Major (who also designed the Pleasure 

Grounds in Meltham). 

An idea of Major's original layout (which 

included the fish pond) can be gleaned from the 

first O.S. map:

Surveyed: 1848 to 1851

Published: 1854

▪ No formal gardens depicted in this map

▪ View from Hall to Pond is evident

▪ Feature shown in similar location to 

existing bandstand.
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Post-war austerity seems to have delayed playground equipment being installed until 1953: The tennis courts were added in the early 1960s:

Historic Photos of Formal Garden Circa 1980 Page 8



1.3 BRIEF ASPIRATIONS FOR THE SITE

The site has reached a critical moment in its history. Continued use and limited investment 

and management could result in the deterioration of existing features, including the decline 

of the park’s landscape ecology, historical features and recreational facilities. There is a great 

opportunity for both the preservation of existing features and to bring new meaning and 

purpose to the park, securing its future for subsequent generations. 

The proposed masterplan for the park seeks to build on the best existing features and create 

a long term vision to manage and reform the recognised character, and to sensitively 

introduce new innovative, sustainable built and natural interventions which could help secure 

the future of the park and ensure the ongoing stewardship of the park for the benefit of the 

wider community. 

Aspirations include but are not limited to the following:

• Create a strong relationship between the existing landscape character areas
responding to a strong sense of place and the best remaining historic designed
features within the park.

• Sensitively respond to historic views and vistas and create opportunities to
introduce new ones where appropriate.

• Respect the character of the park and the wider landscape setting.

• Use vernacular materials and planting to respond to and reinforce the existing
parkland features, enhance existing biodiversity and consider opportunities to
diversify planting for ecology and sustainability.

• Restore, maintain and manage the park to assure its continued benefit for those
who visit.

• Enhance existing and create new spaces to both improve existing character
areas and give the park relevance in today’s society.
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PHOTO OF SITE

* View of the hall private residency through the formal public gardens
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2.LANDSCAPE CONTEXT
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2.1 LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

The landscape character has been assessed at different scales, from the 

national level to county, district and site specific. Assessment of the character 

of the landscape can help in:

▪ Understanding how and why landscapes are important;

▪ Promoting an appreciation of landscape issues;

▪ Appropriately introducing new interventions within the landscape; and

▪ Guiding and inspiring landscape change.

Landscape character is what makes an area unique. It is defined as: 

“ A distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of elements, be it natural (soil, 

landform) and/or human (for example settlement and development) in the 

landscape that makes one landscape different from another.”

(Natural England Definition)

In 1996 the former Countryside Commission or English Nature, with support 

from English Heritage, produced the Character of England Map. This map 

combines English Nature’s Natural Areas and the former Countryside 

Commission’s Countryside Character Areas (JCA) for the whole of England.

The site is classified in the ‘Character of England Map’ as falling within NCA 

37: Yorkshire Southern Pennine Fringe.

National Character Area 37
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The Site

• The Yorkshire Southern Pennine Fringe National Character Area 
(NCA) is a transitional landscape from the upland areas of the 
Southern Pennines NCA in the west through to the low-lying land of 
the Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Yorkshire Coalfield NCA to 
the east. The most striking aspect of the landscape is the mingling 
of predominantly ‘gritstone’ industrial towns and villages with the 
strong valley forms and pastoral agriculture of the Pennine foothills. 
The gritstone industrial buildings and settlements bring a sense of 
visual unity to the landscape. The landscape is dominated by 
industrial buildings and structures such as factories, chimneys, 
railways and canals. Travellers crossing the NCA from west to east 
experience a change from pastoral treeless hill tops, where drystone 
walls are the predominant field boundary, to wooded valleys, where 
large urban settlements such as Bradford, Huddersfield and 
Sheffield are focused in the valleys and were built up around the 
former industries such as coal mining, steelmaking and the woollen 
industry. The World Heritage Site of Saltaire stands as an example 
model town built with the wealth produced by the industries 
prevalent in this area. In the east, settlements are separated by 
areas of arable farming with hedgerows and lowland meadows.

• The NCA is characterised by steep slopes that are cut through by 
narrow rivers, notably the Don, the Calder, the Hebble Brook and 
the Colne in the north and the Sheaf, the Rivelin and the Loxley in 
the south near Sheffield, which open up into valleys on lower land. 
The river corridors provide links through the NCA from the uplands 
into the towns and cities in the valleys, supplying not only water for 
the large population in these areas but also opportunities for people 
to access and enjoy the natural environment and for species 
movement through the landscape.

The characteristics typical of this landscape include the following:

Meltham

PEAK DISTRIC NATIONAL PARK

• National Character Area 51: Dark Peak

National Character Area 37: Yorkshire Southern Pennine Fringe

Other significant wider landscape 
designations close to Meltham include but 
are not limited to:

• South Pennine Moor SAC
• Dark Peak SSSI
• South Pennine Moors Phase 1 (SPA)
• Scheduled Monuments (late prehistoric 

settlements lying close to the south west 
edge of the village)
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WIDER LANDSCAPE CHARACTER:

It is also worthy of note and consideration that the site lies within close proximity to the 

boundary of  the ‘Character of England Map’ NCA 51: Dark Peak, a boundary almost entirely 

shared with The Peak District National Park.

• NCA 51 The Dark Peak is a landscape of large-scale sweeping 

moorlands, in-bye pastures enclosed by drystone walls, and gritstone 
settlements, within the Pennine chain. It falls almost entirely within, 
and forms a large part of, the Peak District National Park. 
Approximately 46% of the area has been designated as a Special 
Protection Area and Special Area of Conservation, both being the 
highest forms of environmental protection afforded by European Law. 
Some 46% of the National Character Area (NCA) has also been 
designated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and the range of 
different SSSI, from the Eastern Peak District Moors to Chatsworth Old 
Park and clough woodlands to geological formations, demonstrates the 
variation of important characteristics and landscapes within the NCA.

• The Peak District National Park was Britain's first National Park. It 

is a treasured landscape that has been shaped by the long interaction of 
natural and cultural forces. The diverse landscape of the Peak District 
contrasts with surrounding adjoining industrial and urban landscapes, 
enriching the lives of everyone who visits and lives there.

• The landscape also provides many other essential services to support 
life, including supplies of fresh water and storage of carbon, and 
economic activities, such as farming, tourism and mineral extraction.

• The European Landscape Convention defines landscape as:
“an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the 

action and interaction of natural and/ or human factors”

• The Peak District National Park contains an amazing variety of 
landscapes including broad open moorlands, more intimate enclosed 
farmlands and wooded valleys. The landscapes have been shaped by 
variations in geology and landform and the long settlement and use of 
these landscapes by people. Today's landscapes have a rich diversity of 

natural and cultural heritage and this diversity is enjoyed by local 
communities and visitors.Meltham Moor on the edge of the Dark Peak and The Peak District National Park

Meltham Moor on the edge of the Dark Peak and The Peak District National Park
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2.2 LANDSCAPE DESIGNATIONS

Designations to be considered within subsequent design development work.

Site Boundary

Listed Buildings/Features:

Well Head Grade II listed

Meltham Hall Grade II listed

Church of St James Grade II Listed

Habitats:

Priority Habitat Inventory Woodland : Broadleaved Woodland  and

National Forest Inventory : Broadleaved Woodland
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Review of Policy and Consultation Documents

A review has been undertaken of the relevant sections of the following local 

policy documents and local consultation results:

Local consultation results:

• Ask Meltham

Relevant Kirklees Council Strategies for review: 

1. Playable Spaces Strategy 
2. The Kirklees Joint Health and Wellbeing Plan (2018-2023) 
3. Kirklees Local Plan 
4. The Kirklees Open Space Study 2015 (revised 2016) 
5. Kirklees Open Space Demand Assessment (2015) 
6. Kirklees Economic Strategy 2014-2020 
7. Everybody Active: Kirklees Physical Activity and Sport Strategy (2015) 
8. Kirklees Playing Pitch Strategy (2015, under revision)
9. Kirklees Rights of Way Improvement Plan 2010-2020 
10. Walking and Cycling Strategic Framework 2018-2030 

Ask Meltham : Responses about Robert Ashton Memorial Park

• Develop a masterplan for improving Robert Ashton Memorial Park.
• Brighten up Robert Ashton Park with colourful planting: Flowers in tubs, baskets, edible fruit and vegetables or 

wild flower areas on verges, edibles.
• Provision of refreshments, events.
• Little café in Meltham Park to attract users.
• Hold Meltham Memories in the park

• More allotment spaces
• TC consider creating more allotments in Robert Ashton Memorial Park

• Improve toddler play area surface
• Improve drainage football field
• Improve water flow in the pond
• Many requests for Robert Ashton Memorial Park to be locked at night to prevent vandalism
• TC to ensure park is locked at night

• More wildlife areas to teach children about bird, pond dipping facilities run by volunteers
• Create wildlife friendly planting e.g bug hotels with information about local wildlife

• Plant more trees anywhere, a community tree planting event
• Identify space, land for community projects like community orchard

Ask Meltham has been reviewed and the following key issues and suggestions have been identified 

as relevant to Robert Ashton Memorial Park:

2.3 Review of Policy and Consultation Documents 
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1. Playable Spaces Strategy: 

Adopted in 2019 and underpinned by both local and national research, aims to 

enable and encourage all Kirklees citizens to access a range of opportunities to 

play outdoors, benefitting their physical and mental health and well-being as well 

as encouraging intergenerational interaction and community cohesion through:

▪ working closely with citizens to understand local inequalities in play and to      

identify and address physical and social barriers to accessing playable spaces; 

▪ providing a diverse range of high quality play spaces for people of all ages,       

abilities and backgrounds to access challenging opportunities for play, physical 

activity,  contact with nature and social development close to home; 

▪ encouraging active play to help build physical strength, increase fitness and        

teach children vital life skills such as planning, negotiating, being creative and 

managing risk; 

▪ improving the overall quality of the play offer throughout Kirklees, and the    

financial sustainability of the network; and

▪ providing a more effective approach to ongoing maintenance and management.

Of particular relevance to this Robert Ashton master planning exercise are the 

following strategy recommendations:

A new Kirklees Play Standard to guide new play space development, in conjunction 

with the Fields in Trust Guidelines. This incorporates the themes in Play England’s 
Design for Play as its core principles but takes these further, with a commitment to 

provide playable spaces which are: 

▪ designed for all user groups and all ages (not just for children); 

▪ designed within the context of their environment; 

▪ well connected with the wider community; 

▪ encouraged to be smoke free; 

▪ designed to complement other local play spaces, so as to offer a diverse range of 

play opportunities across the whole of the district. 

The Standard also offers guidance on other key design considerations when 

refurbishing or designing new play spaces, including issues relating to risk, boundaries, 

equipment choice, accessibility and playable routes.

The Strategy also proposes a play engagement programme which will run alongside 

capital improvements in order to: 

▪ work towards gaining an in-depth understanding of barriers to play in each local 

area and addressing these in a bespoke manner;

▪ embed positive and creative use of whole sites, offering a range of activities as part 

of each project to encourage the whole community, including hard to reach groups, 

to engage with a site;

▪ recruit local volunteers as Play Area Guardians - as local community ‘champions’ for 
sites - in order to foster a culture of local stewardship.

2.3 Review of Policy and Consultation Documents
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2. Kirklees Local Plan 

Robert Ashton Memorial Park is designated as Urban Green Space: 

- UG434  Meltham Park, St James’s Church &  Allotments, Huddersfield Road, 
Meltham, Holmfirth: 5.19 Ha

Urban Green Space is designated under Policy LP61: 

These are areas of green space within or adjoining towns and villages identified as being 

valuable for sport, recreation, amenity or wildlife. The Urban Green Space policy sets 

out the protection of these sites from development and local exceptions where 

development may be permitted.

Policy justification includes but not limited to: 

Green spaces close to where people live provide opportunities for sport, recreation and 

play providing enjoyment, encouraging healthy lifestyles and benefiting mental well-

being. They are also an essential component of the quality and local character of areas, 

providing visual amenity and wildlife value.
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3. Overview of other relevant strategies reviewed

Strategy Core Vision Key review points of relevance to Robert Ashton Memorial Park

The Kirklees Joint Health and 
Wellbeing Plan (2018-2023) 

Kirklees is a District combining great quality of life and a strong and sustainable 
economy – leading to thriving communities, growing businesses, high prosperity and 
low inequality and where people enjoy better health throughout their lives.

Kirklees Economic Strategy ▪ Using the Place Standard approach to citizen engagement.
▪ Ensuring that green structure contributes to Kirklees’s goals on health and 

recreation, the environment, quality of place.
▪ Promoting places individually and collectively through place branding work.

Kirklees Open Space Study 2015 
(revised 2016)

The purpose of the Open Space Study is to update the Council’s evidence of the supply 
and demand for open space and outdoor recreation facilities across Kirklees. This study 
will satisfy the requirements of the NPPF and provide a basis to inform the preparation 
of the Council’s Local Plan, including the protection of open space and recreation 
facilities and the formulation of planning policies for open space.

▪ Holme Valley North identified as deficient in quantity of natural and semi 
natural greenspace, amenity green space, allotments and parks and 
recreation grounds.

Kirklees Open Space Demand 
Study 2015 (revised 2016) 

The report presents the findings of a demand based study and analyses the views and 
perceptions of local people towards the provision of open spaces within Kirklees.

▪ There is a lack of play provision catering for older children and teenagers, 
particularly noted in the Holmfirth area but is a general concern across the 
Kirklees Rural District Committee area.

▪ Consultation highlighted specific demand for allotments in the Colne Valley 
as well as Holme Valley areas.

Everybody Active: Kirklees 
Physical Activity and Sport 
Strategy (2015) 

By 2020 everyone will be physically active through work, play, sport, travel or leisure. ▪ Places: improve the places to be active and create active environments.
▪ Improve community capacity to support and deliver a wider range of 

opportunities in physical activity.

Kirklees Playing Pitch Strategy 
and Action Plan (2015, under 
revision)

Provide a network of good quality outdoor sports provision, enabling everyone to be 
physically active and promoting a healthier lifestyle for all.

▪ Improve pitch quality on poor quality sites.

Kirklees Rights of Way 
Improvement Plan 2010-2020

As part of Kirklees Vision, the Rights of Way Improvement Plan is to have a rights of way 
network; that is accessible for all, helps towards improving the health and well-being of 
our residents, supports the economy through tourism and helps to reduce Kirklees’ 
“carbon footprint”.

▪ Robert Ashton Memorial Park is closely connected with a number of PROWs 
as illustrated on the next page.

Walking and Cycling Strategic 
Framework

▪ More and better places to walk and cycle.
▪ Building skills and confidence to cycle and walk. 
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To Huddersfield
PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY (PROW) IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE SITE
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3.SITE APPRAISAL



3.1 KEY LANDSCAPE FEATURES

There are a number of historic and designed landscape and parkland features 

which contribute to the site’s inherent character. Notable landscape features  

include:

Site boundary

Vehicular route

Pedestrian paths

1. Main Entrance

2 –8. Pedestrian Entrances

A. Play Area, Tennis Courts and Garden 

B. Formal Woodland Avenue

C. Parkland setting with feature trees and bandstand

D. Historic Formal Gardens

E. Car Park

F. Sports Pitch with Teen Shelter

G. Toilets

H. Woodland Walk, Pond and Picnic Area

I. Allotments

J. Walled Gardens & Allotments

K. The Lodge
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3.1 KEY LANDSCAPE FEATURES

▪ Notable Landscape Features
Overview Plan

B. Wooded Avenue C. Parkland Setting with Feature Trees and Bandstand

A. Play Area, Small Kick About Area, Tennis Courts and Informal Garden
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3.0 KEY LANDSCAPE FEATURES

▪ Notable Landscape Features
Overview Plan

D. Historic Formal Gardens E. Car Park F. Sports Pitch with Teen Shelter

G. Toilets H. Woodland Walk, Pond and Picnic Area
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3.2 HISTORIC LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL

The 1888 - 1961 Ordnance Survey maps illustrate the key features of the original landscape and its evolution which could be used to inform the design proposals.
The historic plans show that the site has in its most part remained a designed wooded parkland and formal gardens as laid out for William Leigh Brook circa 1840 
by English Landscape Gardener Joshua Major dating back to the building of Meltham Hall.

The Grade II listed Well Head within the formal gardens is a key feature.

▪ Ordnance Survey Map, Published c. 1888 ▪ Ordnance Survey Map, Published 1937-1961

Site boundary

Grade II Listed Well 

Head within Formal 

Gardens
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3.2 HISTORIC LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL

▪ Key existing features shown on 1888 Map with 2020 aerial photograph overlay

Site boundary

Vehicular route

Pedestrian routes

Formal Garden

Pond

View from Hall to the Fish Pond

Tree lined avenues

Parkland Trees

Feature located close to where current bandstand is located

The Lodge

The 1888 Ordnance Survey map shown in overlay with the 

2020 aerial photograph to illustrate the key features of the 

original landscape and its evolution which could be used to 

inform the design proposals.

Key features of the 1888 map and the 2020 aerial 

landscape photograph include:
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF SOME OF THE REMAINING HISTORIC FEATURES OF THE PARK
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3.3 EXISTING VEGETATION

TREE PLANTING

Existing tree planting within the site falls into 3 main categories:

Site Boundary

Specimen Parkland Tree Planting

▪ Large parkland trees and stands of parkland trees.
▪ Species include but not limited to Oak, Beech and Holly. 

Avenue Trees

▪ Large trees along the vehicular entrance and some boundaries, 
forming part of tree lined lanes.

▪ Species include but not limited to Oak, Yew and Holly. 

Woodland Tree Planting

▪ Areas of mature predominantly broad leaved woodland with some 
coniferous planting.

▪ Woodlands also contain a number of large specimen trees and 
ornamental tree planting.

▪ Species include but not limited to Oak, Yew and Holly. 

OTHER NOTABLE VEGETATION:                   Formal landscaped gardens 

Walled garden and allotments

*Future maintenance and management to be developed alongside existing 

maintenance and management plan.
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3.3 EXISTING VEGETATION : PHOTO EXAMPLES

▪ Parkland tree planting and stands of trees

▪ Avenue trees

▪ Woodlands also contain a number of large specimen trees and 
ornamental tree planting.

▪ Areas of mature predominantly broad leaved woodland with some 
coniferous planting.

21
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▪ Formal landscaped gardens.

*Numbers reference map on previous page Page 30



3.4 ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

There are a number of historic and designed landscape and parkland features which 

contribute to the site’s inherent character. Notable landscape features include:

Site boundary

Vehicular route

Pedestrian paths

1. Main Entrance

2 – 10. Pedestrian Entrances

This infrastructure of the park will be further considered in categories:

Boundary Types:
Type A: Stone wall perimeter boundary adjacent to highway (west and eastern
edges)
Type B: Mixed boundary treatments shared with neighbouring properties (north and
south edges)
Type C: Semi – permeable wooded or planted edge (north and south edges)
Entrance Types:
No. 1: Main Entrance: User conflict
No. 2, 3 and 7: Secondary pedestrian entrance within the boundary wall
N0. 5 &6: Entrance within Woodland
No. 8, 9 & 10 Entrances to site from the wider area and outside the site boundary
Route Types:
▪ Main drive (bitmac) and car park (compacted hard limestone)
▪ Primary pedestrian routes (predominantly bitmac)
▪ Secondary pedestrian routes (predominantly desire lines, bark or limestone paths)
▪ Site signage and interpretation is present to a basic level, opportunity for site

interpretation

Car park

2

1
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5
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8

9

10
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3.4 ACCESS AND CIRCULATION: PHOTO EXAMPLES

▪ Site Access Overview Plan 1. Main entrance (vehicle and pedestrian
access)

2. Pedestrian access from access road to
back of Church of St James

3. Informal pedestrian access via access road
to back of Church of St James

4. Pedestrian access from Meltham Mills
Road

5. Pedestrian access from Meltham Mills
Road

6. Pedestrian access from Hall
Close

7. Pedestrian access from Hall Close

*Numbers reference map on previous page
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3.5 TOPOGRAPHY AND VIEWS

▪ The site is positioned on the eastern edge of Meltham village to the edge of the 

valley where the elevated position affords the site views to the edges of the 

Pennines to the east and the hills to the north.

▪ The site contains woodlands, mature stands of trees and an historic designed 

landscape which does somewhat limit the perceived intended internal views within 

the site and those to be enjoyed out to the surrounding landscape.

▪ There are a number of key views and the most prominent are indicated on the map 

numbers 1-3. No. 4 illustrates a key lost historic view enjoyed from the house to the 

pond. Topography and Site Views

2

1

3

4

KEY

Site Boundary

Key Views

Historic View
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View to northern hills 929ft 
2

1

1 1

View to southern hills 794ft 
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3.6 SUMMARY OF CONTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

SUMMARY CONSTRAINTS

▪ The site is set on the edge of National Park and is a notable historic park within 

the village. 

▪ The site is predominantly visible from outside the park and enjoys views to the 

outside of the park. The setting of the park should be considered and respected.

▪ The site is permeable to pedestrians and access should be retained and

integrated  into the proposals.

▪ The existing main vehicle and pedestrian access is to be considered in terms of

safety and quality from the main entrance to the car park. Conflicts of use to be

considered as a priority within the park’s development.

▪ The existing tree and woodland planting within the site is to be further 

considered  from an ecological, design and long term maintenance and 

management  perspective.

▪ Existing water bodies (liability).

▪ Existing boundaries (liability).

▪ Play park (liability).

SUMMARY OPPORTUNITIES

▪ Opportunity to appropriately develop, protect, enhance and manage to ensure

the site’s sustainability and enjoyment for all.

▪ Protect, enhance and manage the park’s remaining historic landscape features, 

views and vistas where possible - considered restoration in line with historic 

photos and plans where appropriate.

▪ Ensure any new interventions enhance and protect and do not adversely 

affect the character and appearance of the park or adversely impact on 

the surrounding setting.

▪ Maintain connections for public access through the site and with PROW.

▪ Celebrate and manage all existing specimen trees, opportunity for   

reinstatement of any loses, enhance and maintain existing and consider 

succession planting.

▪ Manage existing areas of woodland, enhancing biodiversity, restoring lost views.

▪ Restore, manage and maintain  existing pond to improve setting, enhance user 

experience and biodiversity.

▪ Improve, enhance and maintain existing play, recreation and sports offer to

improve/address current maintenance liabilities, encourage existing and future

users and realising potential for generating funding streams.
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3.7 SUMMARY OF APPRAISAL

The site appraisal map illustrates the key constraints and 

opportunities summarised from the surveyed area including:

▪ Protect, maintain, manage and where appropriate restore 

significant views within the park and out to the wider 

landscape.

▪ Protect, manage and maintain and where appropriate 

restore and enhance the distinctive historic character of the 

park.

▪ Protect, manage and maintain and where appropriate 

restore and enhance the pond.

▪ Protect, maintain and enhance the existing circulation 

routes, with particular regard to addressing user conflict.

▪ Protect, manage and maintain the existing woodland, trees 

and planting areas ensuring the protection and succession of 

vegetation character of the site within the wider landscape 

and to improve the quality of the designed planted areas for 

improved ecological, maintenance and user benefits.

▪ Improve existing utilities, recreation and provision offer for 

users (Carpark, Toilets, Sports, Youth Shelter, Bandstand 

and Community Allotments).

KEY

Site Boundary and entrances

Key views to maintain and enhance

Key historic view to restore

Key Pedestrian routes 

(indicative not all routes shown)

Main entrance (vehicle and pedestrian 

user conflict)

Facilities 

Trees and Woodlands                 Pond

Play

Formal Garden

Sports

Parkland
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